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ABSTRACT.

Th'e ef fects of rhvthmic modei inq on ,sport ski Il
' -.1r-:qt-risitlon r./ere examined, Four sessions divided into

instructionr ptractice, 1 ive demonstration. and recording.

sections were .experienced by all sr"ibjects during a 2-week

pehiod, except for subjects in the practice only group who
2

; received a practice, I ive demohsti-ation, and recording
'", -' period. Forty-six college age phybicai education

gymna'btics students attending either a central New Ycirt<

university or col lege served as, subjects-. Prescriptions

for the two treatment groups- during the instruction
piriods included..either a videotape of a selected sport

maneuver or ar rhythmic audiotape created usrnn'r.lcrozian
Eurhythmic anal yt ical technique. Subsequent performances"

' of sub.jects were adiusted for tempo difference and

translated to graphic form uti I izing the same Dalcrozian

- method. Thede patterns were the-n matched against the
l')"

original rhyt_hmic model pattern.' , flp:.tsna]ysis of

covariahce performed on the data suggested that nod_\ . *r-

signif icanl r"nVtfrmic' model ing occurred. ANCOVA resul ted
. :,-in a nonsignif icant group ef fect, E(2, 20> = 0.53, p >

.05, and a nonsignif icant day ef fect. FcZ, 24> = 0.31 , p>

.05. Also there was no significant group x day

t.he research hypothesis f or group, day, and group x day



I

effects may have been due to ioss of attention. loss of

motivation. and individual differences among subjects.

tr.
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Chapter l

INTRODUCTIoN

A single― celled Organism pulsates with life, anid the.

galaxy in which it exists Oscillates in accOmpaniment。

Between them stretches one unifying interface, nanely

rhyth血 。  In the center of these twO extremes fal〕 s the

human bOdy, and within this being variOus 6rgans and

systeps tran.IIlit signals, sOunds, and mOtiOn tO

communicate with the whole.・  From the electron of an atom,

within a red b100d cさ ll, and beyOnd Coバ es One grain of

rhythm in the expansive beach Of Our existence (COOper &

Andrews, 19753 WOlf, 1962).  These‐ lhythms that sustain

all fundamental pattern3 0f mOVement‐ interplay with each

other in perfect synchronicity 
ЧlthOut obstruじ t i Ori.  If

this、 wasliOt thも  caきe, we as huha,L、 coula not stand

upright, withstand momentum, take ain int0 0ur lungs,

circulate our blbOdi cOntemplate, and feel all'in the 6ame

breath.(TOdd, 1937)。   We are as humans, and memberg Of

nature, created and sustained in rhythmic synchronicity.

In 1665, a Dutch sciё ntist christian Hu,gens

performed an experiment in which two pendulum c10cks wё re

mounted side by side and each was set in mOtiOno  He

discovered that the pendulums eventually began tO swing

together inJ precise rhythm。 ・ Huyoens termed this

phenomenon “entrainment。 ::  He postulated tド at nature

always seeks the most efficient state of energy

l・



" consumption. In the'state of entrainmbnt, it takes less
energy to purse in coordination than in opposition
(Leonard, tg7g> .

-Th is thesi-s i s an attempt to f i nd wi th i n ourse lves
the quality of entrainment, the matching of bodily rhythms
in an attempt to create a more fluid, efficient manner of
motion- Rhythmic model ing is in essence entrainment of
human physical motion.

- j Humank i'nd may perce i v.e' rhythm' i n f our ways. The

first is sOund, as in the beat of a drum or the cadence of

poet,ic,verse.  The SecOndtiЪ  visual, 嵐s in the swing Of a

pendulum or the shape and fOrm of art.  The next is

tactile, such as feeling One′ s´pulse.  Lastly is

kinesthetic or, as we say, 
“muscle sense“  (ThOmpson,

1933)。

The muscles of Our bodies are the foundatiOns

supporting the functiOning Of OurselveS as rhythmic

instruments.  Musculatule was created・ fOr movement, and

rhythm is in turn movement。   ・It is not possible to imagine

rhythm withOut thinking of the body ヽin motiOn

(」aques― Dalcroze, 1967)。

The realization of the importance rhythm has in

relation to our ski■ l and everydav interactiOn becomes

apparent in Our lanouage and― beliefs.  For instance,

9olfers and batters often lo3e their "rhythm‖  and as a

result their performances suffer.  Human express10n

ヘ



creates phrases Iike, "we are on the same wave

These manifestations of our human nature testi
support of the rear ization. that rhythmicitv is
part of our existence.

i ength. ,,

fV in

an integral

A f ine exampre of how our nr,iythmic synchronicity
works was discovered by -Dr. wi l.l iam s. condon (197s) of
Boston university's schoor of Medicine. He found that
human speech i s prec i se I -y synchron i zed wi th gesture
patterns.'Ihis motion consisting of both rong and short
durations' fol lows a common beat: matching syl lables,
words, and sentences to the movement of the body in a

perfect rhythm. ThrouSh his studies, Condon concluded
that rhythm or time must be viewed as a basic unit in the
makeup of human behavior and not just a separate aspect of
it.

In al I bodi ly motion, the significant movements of
gestures wd crea'te'with our ooaies are label'ed as

rhythmic. In f act i t is claimed that i t is impossibl e to
perform a physical act without rhythm. These

articulations of motion are indeed identifiable and

recordable. In the case of sport, judgment of the ability
of an athlete may be made through analyses of these
patterns. It" has been found that the skilled performer in
"her o'r his rhythm is smoother, and more ef f icient in
pierf ormi ng a sk i r r in "ontrast, tot a fiov i ce who struggr es

with I nonrhythmic qual ity and coarse motion. The quar ity
{

1
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of an athlete′ s perfOrmance is expressed in the rhythm Of

his or her executiOn (C00per´ & Andrews, 1975)。

The inquiry into the rhythmic qualities Of s10rt is

ёxemplifieo by the study dOne by COOper and classOw

(1972).  In this invё stigation a tape recorder was used tO

transcribe thё  rhythmic patterns of selもdted spOrts (e.g。
,

sound Of feet hitting the f100r).  These tapes werb in

turn transltated into musical notationo  lt was fOund that,

when athletes were asked tO ふeplicatb the rhythms Of

recOrded Patterns of highl:yF skilled athletes, they were

able tO not only dO sO quickly but alsO performed the     '

mOvement with greater ease and accuracy。

This thご sis is a contihuatiOn Of´ cOoper and class6w′ s

inquiry intO rhythmic mOdeling, with tho incorporatiOn of

accuracy and sensitivity in transpOsition and analysis‐ Of

rhythmic perfOrmance.                                 _

Scopざ of Problem

The effect of rhythmic modeling.On sport skill

dCqul:|'On WiS InV■ ligited`;年 F(Al― ざiX COH ege age
'   ■                                                '

physical education gymnasぜ ic stulents httending either a

qごhtral New YoFk univё ■,ityt or cOllege,served as subjects.

Four sesslons divided into instructiOn, practice, live

demonstratiOn, and recOrding settions were experienced ly .

ali subjects during a 2-week period, except for subjects

in the practice only group whO receiψ ed a practice, live

demonstration, and recording・ lpごriOd._ Prescriptions for

≒
、ｙ

・

■ヘ



the'two treatment groups during the instruction periods
inciuded either a videotape of a selected sport maneuver
or an audiotape representation' of ttie sarne ski I I .

Subsequent pefformances ot'subjects were translated to
graphic form and statistical ly compared to the model

marieuver pat tern

Statement of_がroblem

purpose of this study was to investigate the
effect Of rhythmic modeling 9hiSport skiヽ ll acquisitiOn。

Nul I Hvbothesis

The f ol lowing nul I hypothesis was

inve3tigation: Rhythm and visual model

effect on Sjymnastic performance.

′.                    Research Hvpothesig

Thё  fO,11。winO・ research ぃypOぜhegig was tested tin thi.s
.       ・             =       ミ

investigざ tion:  Rhyth面 ilc modご ling will enhance gymnastic

Pё rfbrmance lmOre Fぜ haη visual、 m6deling。

AssumptiOns of studv

The following asbumpticinb were made fOr the purpOse

of this study:

1.  A1l subjects enrolled in their appropriate skill

level class (1.e。 , beginneFs in beginning class, more

advanced in the intermedi'ate class).

2.  The subjects were'not leficient in interpreting

rhythm。

3.  Tドe bubjects were equally motivated.     _

The

tested in this
ing wi ll have no

5
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Def i n i't r on of Terms

The foi lowi ing te'rms were def ined for the purpose of
this study:

1. Rhvthm i=.rn.nifest'.in muscle.action. it is
measured energy and the control I ing force that gives form
to al I muscular action (H,Doubler, Lg46>.

2 - Da I crbze Eurhvthrn-i cs i s-.a ftrethod that expresses
' in bodi l.y moti'on al l the elements of music, excluding

" sound: . The study: of Eurhythnlicb.al lows the student toI ". 1-- i' 
.eprodUce the rhythm in mov'bm"ht .b.""isely, ds though it
were wri tteh .i.n musicat notat ion. The human body in
essence becomes a musical instrument (Rosenstrach, n.d.).

3.. Low sk i l"l ed. stlb iects \rere those whose sk i I I

.. ability placedthem in a.beginn'ing physical bducation
gymnastics clads.

4. vrere those whose,.

skilr abirity praced them in an intermediate physical
educat ion- gymnast ics cl ass.

5. Hiqhlv skilled,performers were those whose skill
It

abi I ity ai rowed them to participate on a cor rege
!'_ gymnast i cs team.

De I imi tat i ons of Studv

The fol lowing were the del imitations of this study:
1. onty col lege age basic and intermediate gymnastic

students were used in this study.
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2. Each group of ,subjects was acfininistered different
types of instructional models, except for the.practice
only group whicn just practiced the rnaneuver. -All groups

received a single I ive 'demonstration of. the ski li they saw

or heard in the instruction period (in the case of the

treatment groups) and were to execute in the practice and

recording sessions. One treatment group received a

v i deotape i nstruct i on , the other an audi.otapd i nstruct i on .

3. ei f maneuvers were transposed to rhythmic graphic

notation using Dalcroze Eurhythmic analytical technique.

Limitations of Studv

The f ol lowing were the I imitations of this study:

1. The^ findings related to the types of

instructional models uti I ized. val id comparisons may only

be made if the same i.nstructional models are used.

2. Bdcause of its precision, the findings may only

6e valid when u'tilizing Dalcrozian transposition.

‐                             ■      .   =

‐  キ
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Chapter 2

REViEW bF RELATED LITERATURE

This chapter reviews the featunes of imitative
modeling, rhythmic modeling, and Dalcroze Eurhythmics as

an analytical and instructiohai tool. A summary is also
presen ted.

「    Imitative Modelinq

The term uimitativem modeling refers to the behav10r

6f an individual tthO has witnessed ithe action of another.

This form of imitation is characterized by the matching of

the cues transcribed to、 the observeF by the model and

measured by degree of similarity (Cewirtz & stingle,

1968).  Flanders (1968)stated.that the investigatlon into

imitativё respOnses i、も focuseld upOn the`rel‐ ationships

between a model′ s behavlor and an obsbrver/s behavior.

Bandura (1977)provided・ the basic definition of

modeling and expanded it to expresS its diverse

application in responsive behavior.  He stated that an

important aspect of modё ling is.th,t,conV9yanCe Of

,information t5 obserず er。 , n6t only to create new whole

response` into completely original patterns.  These

,‐resbδnses,t however, may not neむessarilv be in the same

form as the model′ s behavloro  Phlsical rbpresentation,

pictoralo oriverbal descriptions may a1l act as accurate

observer responses。                                  ・

8
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The form in which the model is conveyed may also

yary:. Whether a behavior is ,transmitted through diction,
t'

pictureS'ofrphysi'cal action, oG other forms, modeling may

occur. aithough the effectiveness of each mode may vary.
:-. . 'For instance,'it is sometimeS difficult to express with

diction the same degree of information that pictoral or

phyisical demonstrat ions possess (Bandura, 1977> . Again,

simple exposure to a model dods not guarantee that

imitation will occur. Exposure to q series of cues by a.

person does not necessari ly mean that she./he wi ll f ocus on

al I information presented. i natural selection process

wi I I occur. and the person may or may not choose the most

significant or correct cues to which helshe is dinecting

attention. Also, it is critical that the tempo, quantity,

and complexity of stimul i presented to the observer be

taken into account as'partial antecedents to the level of

obserVational learning (Bandura, L977> .

Bandura's theory of model ing is comprised of four

processes,' a I I of wh i ch i nteract to. create imi tat i on and

subsequent model ing. The first is the attentional,

process. This portion'of the mooel ing procedure is based

on the fact that individu'als cannot learn by observation

if they simply do not attend to or comPrehend in detail

the vital features of the modeled behavior. Factors

affecting the attention of an observer may include basic

personal characteristics, the ability of the individual to
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process information from past experience, the highlights

of a modeled behavlo「 , and the orOaniZation of the

interaction between model and observer.  Also partially

affectina the speed and sophisticatlon of modeling are the

characteristics of the observed behavior, lts salience,

and structural makeup (Bandura, 1977)。

`   Motivati6n may be included as・ a factor acting upon

'the ability of an observer to accurately perceive a model.

N6t obOerving significant cues, inaccurate coding of

observed behaviors for memory endoding, inability to

retain what is observed, lack of physical ability, and

insuffi,cient incentives may also plaソ  ざn important role in

the success of thel inlitative・ process (Bandura, 1977)。   As

this social learning theory suggests, reinforcement alds

more as an antecedent rather than a consequent4 influence.

Expected benefits, therefore, can heighten the retentlon

of what has been imitated by mOtivating the observer to

code and rehearse the observedヽ actlono which is seen as

_highly beneficial.         .            ,         .

The ba61d tenet supportihoithePretention、 proし ess of
●                            :      ~

Bandura′ s modeling theory is simply that a person cannot

be affected.by an observh.tion'ofiaJmodeled action if it is

not remembё redo  lf an individual ib to recreate an actlon

prevlouslジ .・ observed, which i, no 10nger avallable for

referral,‐  the response components must be・ stored in memory

in symbolic form.  After observed behaviors・ have been
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transposed into images anci easily recruited verbal

representations, the memory system can operate as a

template for future reproduction of imitative responses.

Because images and verbal representaions hoid within

themseives such a larqe amount of information in a readilv

stored anci recal led format, such a memory system is vitai
for acquistion and retention of al I observed modeled

behaviors (Bandura & Jeffery, L973>.

Pribram <L977) claimed that memory storage is

composed of a- rhythmic process uti I izing vrave patterns.

Physical ski I ls are translated into wave patterns, both

spatial and temporal, and are then stored in the brain.

The mind is then capable of interpreting these wave forms

through a f ast Fourier transf ormation. To reprodr"ice a

desired skil l. -the mind must recreate the precise rhythmic

wave pattern that repres.ents the physical maneuver.

Theref ore, the'accuracy of the bbain ,.to-create and

interpret- wave .f orms of -cornesponding 
physical

performances is vital for accurate recreation of skil led

act i on

Gerst <L971 ) related the bel ief that, during pre- and

postexposure periods to a stimulus, the observer arranges

the experienced events into symbol ic schemes. These

schemes are thieh orglanized, with the significant cues
j

placed in fami I iar, more easi ly attainable forms- After

observed skills have been translated into images or verbai
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configurations for memory simulation, they act as mnemonic

aids by serving as cataiysts for reaction retrieva'l and

'reproduction in iater situations,;
\

I t i s be I i e,red that the' accuracy of memory codi ng i s

created by the fact that it ailows the observer to arrange

complex sensory information ihto understandable, v.ivid,

and easi I y retrievabl e verbal codes. As a resul t,
responses to modeling can easily be kept in this form and

I ater ut i I i zed to reproduce the correct response' ( Gerst ,

L97t>.

Rehearsal of an observed behavior is also vital in

aiding the retrieval of stored information from memory.

For ihstance, throughout a practice session action

patterns may be arranged and'coded into mnemonic patterns

created to aid in recal l. It is also bel ieved that

repeated practice may enhance retention by both increasing

and reinforcing the number of meinory traces (Bandura &

Jeffery, L973>.

There is difficulty in this memory. procedure if these

codes are not rehearsed when fresh in an individual's
memory. This causes the response information to

deteriorate, resulting in faulty imitative skills. A

feature of the memory./rehearsal system is expressed when

delayed rehearsal occurs in"any manner. but retention

decay is not affected. But, when immediate rehearsal is

〓

ｆ

・・

'5.\r
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used.'an enhancing effect can be seen in delayed response

reproduct ion (Bandura & Jef f ery , L9.73> .

rMotor reproductiAi is viewed'bv Bandura <L9i7) as an
rl

.r+ I 1

. imporfant'feature of model ing behavior. Motor

reproducti.on is ireated by arraneringr reactions to behavior
'tri'

spadial ly a'nd temporal ly in sychronicity with the modeied

tempiates. The ideas leading to these reactions are not

. easily reconstructed into correct action without mistakes

made on the initial trials. Accurate coordination with

the modeled behavior is most times created by adiustments

made with an attempt to.correct errors in these early

actions. Mismatchiner between a P6rson's symbol ic

representat ion and h'i s,/hec physical attempt at the ski I I

creates cues upon which to draw for future corrective

adjustments. Compl icated act ion of ten creates' f o'r the

observer problems in simple exami'nation. Many persons

performing sport skil ls, for example, must respond to

ambigruous'kinesthetic cues or verbal hints from

col I eagues. it is.- iherefore, bel ieved that ski I I s are

not made flawless through mere examination; they also are

not created only by hit-and-miBs execut'ion (Bandura,

1977>.

it is, therefore, thought that in everyday learning a

person may approximate a desired behavior by modeling.

But. only by reconditioning one's behavior through

sel f-correction procedures mayithe feedback from execution
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be rrseful in gsplr-rrrctron wi'th observation of the modeled

skill (Bandura.1977>.

A pro.-iect by Jef f ery ( 1976 ) supported the op i n i on

that mocor rehearsai is an important facet of the modeling

process. In thi's study, subjects.who practiced the

modeled behaviors-symbol ical ly, either dlone or with

phys'i ca l' pract i ce , recreated observed pat terns more

precisely than those subiects who practiced ph.ysica'l ly or

had no form of practice. But, the study also indicated

that physical practice increaded the speed of performance

of simple ski I ls but did not improve imitation beyond only

observation of a particular skill. The overall results of

this study were seen a5 supportive of Sandura's social

learning theory, namely that modeled skills are.best

learned when the behavior observed is first arranged

symboi ical ly and then continuously corrected in accordance

with execution feedback cues.

Rhvthmic Model inq

" Motor rhythm, - as di st i ngru i slied f rdrir other f orms of)l

i'orderly. action. m5y'be ddfinea as a prdlression in action

by"balance deviations in ti:",. intensity, or qual ity from
!i'

the simpleiperiodicity of any reQulai recurr-ent dction,'
(Seashore, 1927 p. 142>. This early definition best

represents the focus in whic# physical rhythm is viewed

within this study.
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Cooper and Glassow <1972) investigated the rhythmic 
,

patterns of specific sport ski I ls. This investigation
' focused on the transcription and subsequent adherence of

sk i I I ed sport rhythmi c patterns by nov i ce perf ormers. Th'e

i nvest igators ut i I i zed a tape recorder to capture the 
:

rhythmic patterns of specific sport skills. Beginning i

athlet.es were then asked to repl icat6 these rhythms :

recorded by outstanding athletes. The results were

noteworthy, in that novices quickly and accurately learned

to ach i eve the movements accurate l'y ..

in all sport the articulations.,we make with our

bodies or heid devices are easi ly identified. In most

cases judgment of the skill level of d performer can be

made by analyzing these patterns. The reason behind this
method i s tl"f at .outstandi ng perf ormers of ten create

sl ightly diffenent articulations than do average or novice

per.f ormers. Many ath i etes- and Lcoac'h'es can di st i ngu i sh by

sound and pattern a perfor*ua's movement and how skiiled
that individual mby be. The efficiency of athletes'

executions are transmitted through the rhythmicity of

the i r maneuvers ( Cooper & Andrewis, L975> ,

Human movement may be.represented by rhythmic

notation. which'provides a I inguistic representation from

wh i ch to i nvest i gate. I t i's- important to note that many

rhythms that are transposed from sport skil ls are often

not even -in beat structure. Although these rhythms are



uneven. the actuai pattern of repeated.execution is

consistent. It is signi f icant that most athl etes do not

recognize their o\rn rhythms and most likelv oniy

subcon"sciously reai ize their ovrn best rhythmic patterns

(Cooper & Andrews. 1975).

Cooper and Glassow <L972) review ihythm found in i

sport with the fol lowing points supported by their
I

i nvest i gat i on :

t. Every. athlete has a particular rhythm all her,zhis

own.

2. EaCh portion of every performer''s body has a

rhythm all its own.

3. The total rhythm of movement is difficult to

record.

4. In some ski I ls, the strategy 'to gain an edge is

to "feel" the rhythm of the opponent.

5. The rhVthm of an athlete is not uniform and

consistent in tempo.

6. Often the tempo of the mdneuver is the single

_ most distinguishing point in comparing ski I ied performers

7. Most athletes only subconsciously real ize what

their rhythmic patterns are. 
i

8. There apparently exists f or everyone a rhythmi'c

pat.tern that is'best for that particular person to

16
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uti I ize. and this template may possibly be the choice for

- 
ai I ath I eLes' to ^ use.

9. As we. f ind f iner and acute metFrods to execute
qr - al,' .L' ,' ' ": ski i ls', it may be possible to'recieate various rhythmic

!

templates from the performances of el ite performers

Observgbte sport patt'erfis, 6xempl if ied by human

motion, may be transposed to aid in the study of sport

tion. The findings of these examinations may create

strategie's on how to uti I ize such patterns in the

acquisition of sport skills. Supporting such strategies

is the fact that similarities between rhythms of el ite
performers in a particular sport are far more prevalent

than their di f f erences (Cooper & An'drews, 1975).

Knott and Voss (1969)reported that rhythmic timi｀ ng'

of verbal cues and auditoFy rhythmic patterns of music mと y

enhance rhythmiC execution of physical activities.  In

their investigation the result of auditory rhythhs on

muscle activity was observed with the use of

electromYOgraphY (EMG).  Both even or “.:‖ooth“  rhythmic

patterns preated marked decreased cont・ rasts in the EMG

pattern, whereas the uneven or urough“  version of the

rhythmic pattern created a significant increase in

deviation from the normal EMG pa・ ttern.  This development

of variation was apparently created from the uneven form

of the rhythmic patterno  lt was found that motor skills

executed to these rhvthmic templates elicited subjectsノ
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EMG patterns characteristic and typical of untrained

subL ects 'as they ga i n coord i nat i on .

A study of individual difference i^eiating to physical

pacterns cf bodily movement was done by Grose (1969). .In

this investigat'ion subjects performed two coincident

timing tasks,'one a horizontal arm movement and the other

a whole body movement. An inquiry into the progressive

motion involved in the execution of the motor tasks

revealed no recognizable aspects related to the success df

the task. The results showed that neither I imb motion nor

whole body skil ls contained any coincidental aspects of

the pattern, and npither were related to the success in

comparative timing. tt',e ability to perform in a rhythmic

manner, as tuuch as it could be indicated by the data

reviewed, was uncorrelated with the coincidence of timing

success. Tempo of a specific step in a series of

movements was also uncorrelated with this success. The

dissociation in the results was. viewed by the

investigators as due to indiv-idual difference and not the

testing procedures uti i i zed.
j

Haighl <L944) invest'igated individual differences in

response to rhythmic stimul i. Motor adaptation using

walking as the form of physical maneuver was studied.

Walking was wel I chosen because the action is a natural,

automatic movement and does not cause problems in

coordination. In the study subjects were asked to aciapt
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their waiking step to an objective rhythm pattern. Haight

bel ieved that individuals, after hdving experienced a

rhythmic pattern and proceeded to synbhronize with it,
could not in fact maintain the harmonious rhythm without

forming a.personal pattern. In essence, the subjects

created a variation of the rhythmic pattern presented.

The resu I ts suggested that the magn i tude of i ndi v i dual

differences was so large that the problem must be met by

an'individual approach. Haight al-so stated that a greater

number or cases should be tested bef ore any f inal judgrment

i s made.

Schwand < 1969 ) conducted an ' i nvest i gat i on desi gned to

, study certain spatial and temporal features of movement.

Subjects were given the rhythm test from the Drake Musical

Aptitude Tests. From these results 10 high and 10 low

level rhythmic abi I ity'subjects were chosen and wene

f i lmed" execut i n'g a, rhythmi c: maneuver. The ta3k was
I

performed to a f ixed rhythmic fate of 56 bpm-And included

a forward lunge with a forward arm swing, with the

objectivb being to bring the t',ani directly in line with a

't arge t

Deviations in time bnd space were assessed by

frame-by:frame analysis of the filmed maneuver. It vras

observed that the means of the absolute deviations in time

and space of both high and low performers, of the Drake

Rhythm Test qere simi lar. Neither the high nor low
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rhythmrc abi i ity .grcup was more accurate than the other in

interpretins intervals of time or space in such a manner

as to be able to stop in a specific point in space and

t ime.

Smoii <L975) conducted a study of preferred tempo in

the performance of repetitive movements. Both within and

between subject variabi I i ty were invest igated. Mal e and

female subJect-s executed a series of arm svrings at a tempo

chosen by themse I ves . Th i s maneuver cons i sted' of sw i ngi ng

the arm forward from a vertical starting position. The

arm was swung forward until a target line was met.

Subjects then returned their arms to the vertical starting
position. Deviations between subiects'chosen tempos of

execution were significantly greater than the de.gree of

var i at i on i n subj ects' motor response t imes. Resu I tb

indicated that indiVidual= po==.ss preferred tempos of

voluntary motion, which differ from others.

An investigation into auditory and visual perceptions

of rhythm by perf ormers ski l.led in selebted motor

activities was performed by Huff <1972>. This study

invesiigated differences in both auoitory and. visual

rhythmic'.perception. Athletes participating in

basketbal I , tennis, swimming, and,modern dance varied

linnif icantly in their rhy.thmic imitative skills,
reveal ing differences in adaptive syncronicity in

accordance to both auditory and visuai patterns.

,           ■             ●

|

■、十

‐ ‐
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Decisi´ons of whether abilitv t6 perceive and react to

auditory and visual rhythis had any relationship toward

・   gender and/or prior experlence in musl.c and dance were

, . ■  v  雨abё . =Measures・ Of _rhyゼhmic senoitivity Were tested by
′                         .               r       ョ                      ン

 ́     utili2ing the rhythm section lofttthe Sさ ashore Measures of

Musical Talent examinationiang_早
IsO by measuring and

evaluating deviation3 that occurred in repeatё d simple

gross mbtor maneuvers performed in attempted synchronicity

with recuiring audio and visual patterns.

The results of the study were as follows:

1. Greater deviations were found in,visual rather 
:

than auditory rhythmic perception

2. Dancrirs and athletes did not appear to possebs a

greater ability to perceive both types of rhythm as

compared to the control group.

3. Advanced dancers, swimmersi tennis players. and a

combined group of 'ski I led athletes executed signif iiantly

better than the control group when given tests of motor

reactions to either type of rhythm.

4. Dancers were more a-ccurate in 'response to

alditory rhythms than basketbal I players, who in fact.did

not deviate significantly from the control group in any of

the rhythmic measures.

5. All 'groups' motor responses resulted in extreme

accuracy
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6. There was no evidence

either music or dance had any.

perceptron or performance.

that past exper i ence i n

effect on rhythmic

Dai croze Eurhythmics

Emi le Jaques-Dalcroze was a popular Swiss composer,

who began as an educator in 1891 at the Geneva

Conservatory. Swizterland. This talented musician began a

movement to educate not only the mind but the body as

wel I, after real i zing that his stuaents fel I short in

their I istening ski I I as musicians. He real ized that

people have.a natural physiial response to music and began

a quest to incorporate this,phenomenon into his teaching.

His foundation was built on the ancient Greek belief that

music-and mov_ement are the same and may not be separdted.

Thus, one objective of this Dalcroze method is

for the precise physical execution of a rhythm, it
is not enough to have grasped it intel lectual ly

and to possess a muscular system capable of

interpreting it; in addition and before al l else,
,1

: cominun i cat i ons, sh'ou I'd be establ i shed '6etween the

' mind that conceives and anafr="= .nO the body that
'-r

executes. (Jagues-Dal croze , 'L967 p. 51 )

Eurhythmics (transIated as "good rhythm" ) is an

approach and method of musical education. it develops

concurrently the sense of hearing, .the sensitivity to tone

and harmony, the prop'enbr ty f or rhythm, anil the pursu i t of

I
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synchronicity,  With the utilizatlon of a repertolre of

,exercises that develop flexibility and the regulation of

―bodily motion in spaceo time, and energy, the `ense_of

hearing is developed to a level of realization where it

effects the intellect and instinct of the individual and

in turn enhances vocal and instrumental interpretation。

The physica'{ body. consisting of nervous and muscular

cbmponents, becomes control led in harmony, and as a result
the intel lect creates a balance between instinctive and

voluntary control led movements (Jaques-Dalcroze, L967> .

Although one might bel ieve. that musical education and

physical education are far removed from each other, there

is in fact very I ittle distinction. The musician, for

instance, focuses his or her attention on perfecting the

motion of the finer muscles of the upper body, including

the vocal chords. The musician is usual'l y stat ionary and

checks her or his performance mainly.with the auditory

system. The athlete concentrates mostiy qn the larger

m'usc I e groups of the I eg, trunk, and arm. The ath I ete i s

aimost continuousiy in motion ahd'checks his or her

performance with visual perieption (Wi lson, 1981). So,

indeed paral lels may be seen betwe'en Dalcroze education

and physical education. This is apparent when we define

physical education's greatdsf contribution as a desire for
good bodi ly motion in coordination and cooleration with

the structure of the human body and its kinesthetic and
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biological laws. All bodi ly motion, theref ore, may be

defined-as good if it is coordinateci and control ied within

the realm of ef f icie'nt use of energy and i f the outc'ome is

specr f ic physical execution.

When analyzing a sport ski I I being learned by a

student, the difference between uncoordinated motion of

the beginning attempts and the smoothness and efficiency

of iater more advanced motion is the timing and intensity

of the significant occurrences in the entire movement.

The rhythm of the movement changes from an inefficient to

an eff i c i ent one ( H'Doubl er , L945) :

Dalcroze education is bas6d on the fol lowing five
principles which are:

1 . Theory fol i ows pract ice.

2. Listening--The basis of music education.

3. Time pius space plus energy.

4. Sel f-expresion--The aim of euryhthmics.

5. Joy--Un i ty of body , mi nd, and sp i r i t .

The fourth, "time plus space plus energy,"

encourages balance in coordinated movements and gestures,

At its essence it is the ei imination of useless movement.

A student learns to move in harmony without consciously

thinking of the smoothness of the motion. This "learned

i nst i nct i veness" al I ows the student to use on I y the musc i e

groups needed for precise, smooth, and harmonious motion.
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The student loses n'onrhythmic imbalance and acquires a

, state of true bal ance (Rosenstrach. n. d. ) .

Daicroze Eurhythmics cannot be judged by the

observei': It is a personal experience that manifests
' ''' - * 

harmon i ous' musc I e and nervous contro i .

awakening the mind to creative potent'ial,. Although
-*r'

Eurhythrhics'i6*at itd bore musical education, it has been

appl ied to education in thd areas of dance, theater,

. opera. physicai education, and in the therapy of inental ly

and phys i ca I i y handi capped ch i I dben .

A study by Pai nter <1966) i'nvest i gated the ef f eits of

a rhythmic and sensory motor prograJn on perceptual motor

spatial abi I ities of kindergarten chi ldren. In this-

program the chi ldren partook in. the fol lowing nine ski I ls:
(a) visual dynamics. having the child'see a movement

pattern then repl icating the pattern:. (b) dyn'arnic balahce,

having the chi ld practice baiance movements on both siais
of the body: (c) spatial avrareness,.having the chiid
become aware -of one's body in space in relation to a

reference point: (d) tactile dynam.ics, feel ing objects in
the environment and moving with or in relation to them;

(e) body awareness, the identification and local ization of

the chi ld's own, body parts: (f) rhythm, moving to easi ly

defined auditory rhythmic patterns, (g) flexibi I ity,

experiencing changes in tempo. movement pdtterns. and mood

25
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swings: and (h)tanilateral and bil｀ ateral movement, moving、

one or two sides of the body。

The cbnclusions made by the author were that a

systematic program of Oensory and rhythmic motor activity

did increase the level of abllity in (a)drawing a human

figure,(b)clearing distortion of a child′ s body inage

concept,(c)visual motor integrity,(d)sensory motor

spatial performance abilities,・ ざnd  (e)psycholinguistic

ski1ls.                                 .

Another investigation utilized Dalcroze Eurhythmics

and an integrated physical education program to enhance

childhood perCeptual motor performance.  Brown, Sherrill,

and Cench (1981)hypothesized that proprioceptive, visual,

and auditory functiohing are related to comprehenslon and

recognition of the body, self, space, time, force, and

flow.  They stated that past preschool music education

programs have usご d bodily motion to attain their gOals.

Physical educhtion programs on thご ｀other hand have been

successfully enhanced by music.  Thus, a hybrid approach
:                  (

consisting of components from both tシ pes=Ofiprograms to

facilitate perceptual― motbr development seemごd a plausible

educatlonal‐ dpproaqh。  'Thus, Dalcroze Eurhythmics, a

program of rhythmic exercises utilized tO develop the

natural rhythms of the body,'while eduCatinc the student

in the economy and precislon of movemento would seem
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applicable as a method of instruction to be used as a

music./physical learning tool,
The results revealed that an integrated physical

educationzmusic program based upon Dalcroze concepts -was

more effective in enhancing the motor, auditory, and

language aspects of perceptual'motor performance than was

a basic movement exploration, self-testing program using

teacher-child conversation, singing, and review of the

same basic body movement patterns every day. Thus, the

results of this study support the integration of music and

rhythm into all areas of physical education programs

rather than their uti I ization as separate entities (Brown

et dl . , 1981 ).

Summarv

Imitative model ing conveys information to an observer

or observers by'presenting representations in the form of

physical, pictoral., or verbal models. The observer then

is able to create new and or modi'fied-p'atterns of behavior

(Bandura, t977>. 'Bandura's theory of model ing is created

from four.,processes. allt of wnicn*a." vital for the

creat i.on of imi tat i"on and mode I i ng. These processes are

attention, motivation, retention, dDd rehearsal, al I of

which interact to aid or hinder the imitative procedure in

the observation.of a m6del behavior.

Rhythmic modei ing is a phenomenon by which athletes

may imi tate 'the ski I led rhythmic patterns of el i te



athletes and. by these observations. come to perform ihe

sHlll with more Preciston and harmony. This form of

model ing is possibie because of the qual ities thaf ai i

. human mdvement possesses. Al I movement may be transl'ated'

into rhythmic representation that then 9"n be"examined or

compared with other nhythms. These patterns transmit the

ef f i'ciencV of an athl ete's execut'ion through the

rhythmicity of their maneuvers (cooper & Andrews, 19?5).

The majority of rhythm studies reviewed sup'port no

necessary rel"ationship between level of rhythmic ability

and rhythmic imitation skil l. Also suPported is the

abi I ity of individuals to maintain their o!.rn natural

rhythms, rather than adhering to imposed ones.

Dalcro2e Eurhyinrnr"= is a method of musical educat.ion

that develoPs hearing, the sensitivity to tone and

harmony, and the propensity for rhythm and achievement of

synchronicity (Jaques-Dalcroze . 1967> . .Dalcroze education

is based upon the principle of "time plus space pius

energy," whiCh encourageS balance in equal movementS and

. gestation-. it encourages the elimination of useless

movement and the development of efficient bodily gesture

(Rosenstrach, n.d. ). Studies involving Dalcroze

Eurhythmic.s as a teaching technique show positive resul ts

in such areas as sensory motor performance and

psychoi inguistic ski I is.

28



Chaptbr 3

I'lETiiODS AND PRbCEDURES

This chapter describes the selection of sub-iects.

method of transposing sport ski I I rhythms into musical' and
.:

_-1, --grAdh ic ndtation, administrat i'on.-cif ihstruct ional .model

types; rirethod of data col lect i'on'. t'ransposit ion of data, and

treatment of data. A summary",of the methods and procedures
-,:|

is also included.

Sel ect ion- of Subiects

The subjects in this investigat,ion vrere 46 col iege age

physical education. basic and intermediate gymnastics

- students attending either a central New York university or
' col lege. - Subject's l.rere divided into three groups using

existing.class sections, two of which experienced a

different instructionai mode of a gymnastic ski I l. Each

subject's permission to participate in the investigation was

obtained by the use of an informed conserit form (Appendix

A). 0nly subjects who participated throughout the entire

study were used fo'r data analysis. Twenty-four subiects

attended all four class sessions and, in turn, their data

remained valuable fof transposition and computation.

Rhvthmic'Transposi t ion of Fi lmed Maneuver

Past transpositions of rhythmic ski I I have only focused

on the patterns produced when there is,body-obiect contact

(Cooper & Glassciw. L972>. In analyzing a maneuver. be it

29
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dance, gesture, or any bodily motion through space, there

exists not only the rhythmic patterns produced by physical

contact but other si gn i f i cant poi nts of rhythmi c i ty ,

included in the motion of the individual. Uti l izLng

Dalcroze Eurhythmic techniques of rhythmic ana.lysis, it is

possible to d'ccurately transpose not only the basic patterns

of physical contact during-the performance of a desired

ski I I but a'lso detect and record other signif icant points of

motion in space that occur with the execution of the skill.

All of this is vital for any accurate performance.'

For both the skilled model and all subjects' maneuvers,

transpositions to graphic representation were ct'eated. ".By

viewing each individual's perf ormance, i t was possible to

notate. the rhythrhici ty of the chosen gymnast ic ski I I , a

double cartwheel' f ol lowed by a backward rol I . The'mdsical

notation of a double cartwheel fol lowed by a backward rol=l

is as fol'lows:

' It was'most imbortant to*standardi'ze each'pErson's

tempo so that it could be matchqd ag,ainst the model rhythm.
,,

The nature of rnytHmic sequenced are'such that, although the

tempo of the rhythm may be differerit, the pattern may 6e

exactly the same. Indivldual difference, ski I I level, and

body type wi I I cause variations in the tempo of a perforrded

skill across subiects (Driver, 1936; H'Doubler, 1946>.
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This notation was then transferred and util ized in graphic

notation for accurate data analysis, which can be found in

Figure 1.

Admi n i strat i on of I nstruct'i on Mode I s

Each experimental group was given the respective

prescription for 5 min. One treatment group I istened to a

rhythriric'representation of the sport skill, in this instance

a double cartwheel fol lowed by a backward rol l. This

representation ionsisted of an audio cassette recording

created from. the Dalcro2e Eurhythmic analysis representing

the executed maneuver.. The other treatment group watched a

videotape of various ski I led performers executing the same

maneuver. This videotape consisted of skil led performers

fi lmed at diversd angles executing the maneuver repeatedly

over a S-mih period. The practice only group was asked to

physical ly practice this skil I during a S-min period.

Prescription groups wdre g-iven. a brief I ive demonstration

after the. initiat instruct.ibn perioa..'The practice only

group also r,e.qeived the brief Iive demonstration. This

procedure was repeated over the-2-week period of

instruction. Each group (except for tne practice only group

who received only the I ive demonstration and practice

session over four sessions) expeiienced four sessions of

instruction with practice and fi Iming subsect'ions. After a

brief demonstration, the instruction subsection lasted 5

mi n , the pract i ce subsect'i on 5' mi n, and the f i lmi ng
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subsection 5 min. Al I sessions, therefore, lasted

approximateiy 15 min, except the practice only.group whlich

lacked the S-min instruction period. Directions read to al I

sub-iects before the conmencement of the study can be found

in Appendix B.

Method of Data Col I ect i on

Subject performance v/as recorded after the instruction

and practice periods. Using a video cassette recorder, each

subject's performances of a double cartwheel followed by a

backward roll waS recorded. Each subiect was given the

option to perform the maneuver twice. This ensured both the

best performance by the subiect by ptroviding a second

opportun i ty .for sat i sfactory execut i on of the maneuver .

Subj.ect identif ication on f i lm was by subiect number only',

ensuring contidential ity. After al I transposition of fi lm

was complete, the tapes were erased.

Treatment of Data

Deviations from the model rhythm were assessed by

subtracting corresponding values of the model rhythm

patterns from the values of the trial rhythm patterns.

The representat i.ve va I ues of the mode I rhythmi c pat tern were

!, 4,5, 6, 7, 10, 11, t2, 13, 16, 18, 19, and 22.

Resulting summed absolute deviations.from the template were

then analysed with ANC0VA test procedur-es in the SPSS-X.,

computer program series. Redults expressed group, day, and

group x day differences.

33
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. 'j
trre"$ilu-iects in-. this study,were 4G coll'eee age basic

' and intermedi'ate gymnastic students-either attending a

*en tra I llew -'/ork 
un i verst I y dr co I'l ege . Test subj ects were

r ,." divided into three groups: a practice only group and two

treatment gro-ups who were acfni n i stered a di f f erent f orm of

rhythmic representation of a specific gymnastic ski I l. At I

gr-or-lp= r./ei-e gt ven a sl ngle l l ve demonstrat l-on of the

... gymnastic ski I I af ter the 'instructional presentation ( in the

case of the treatmdnt groups). The single I ive

demonstration served as th-e only instruction given the

practice only group. The subiects then practiced the skil I

represented by ttie instructional model and demonstration.

D i rect I y af terward, the subJ ect's' maneuvers were recorded on

videotape. The. instruction; practlce, and recording

sessions occurred in approximately a 1S-min tiine span, with
instruction and practice sect'ions lasting approximately 5

min each. The videotape of each subject's maneuvelwas Lhen

ar transposed to a graphic representation that was adjusted for
tempo dl f f et'Enr:es. These patterns were then matched agai nst

thg origindl rhythmic modil pattern. Statistlcal adherence

trr the model pat.tern by the subjects, successive four
performances was assessed.



Chapter 4

ANALYSIS OF DATA

This chapter presents and interprets the resu'lr,s of

the statistical analysis of data from this study on the

effects of rhythmic modei ing"on sport ski l i acquistion,

Analvsis of Covariance

'ANCOVA wds performed on cbllected data, with Day 1

defined as the covariite in case pretest bias occurred

between groups. ANCOVA suggested that no significant

rhythmic model ing occurred,. thus the research hypothesis

vras rejected. ANCOVA resulted in a nonsignif icarft group

effect, F<2,20> = 0.53, p >.05, and a nonsignificant

day ef f ect, F(2, 42) = 0.31 , p. > .05. The nonsignif icant

group'x day ef fect, E(4, 42> = 0.38, p > .05, suggested no

significant group x day results. These results can be

found in Table 1.

By viewing collected data found in Table 2 in an

individuai isti'c manner, notevrorthy trends do apbear.

Table 2, values higher than zero indicate the degree"

which an individual deviated from the'model rhythm.

the practice only group. only one'individual showed a

learning trend. In Group 2. the video instructed group,

oniy one indir)i'duai showed a f 
".tning.trend. In Group.3,

rL

the audio rhythm group. five individuais showed a learning

trend. " One,bf th*ede ind'ivi-duals, in the aud'io rhythm group

35
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Tabl e I

' ANCOVA of Gymnastic Performance

" Source of Var i at i on df          MS        F

Group

.. Dav

Group x Day

2, 20      38.44      0.53

2, 42      14.67      0。 31

4, 42      18.30      0。 38

' 1 ・
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Table 2

Valtles for lndividual Stlbiect performance

bv Dav and Croun

Group Sub」 ёCt Day L Day 2 Day 3 Day 4

Control 1

2

3

4

5

6

13.50

0。 40

1.00

13.10

15.´30

43.50

0。 00

・0.00

0.00

2.40

0.00

27.40

0。 00

0.00

0.00

4.00

11.00

10.40

12.00

8.00

0.00

12.00

4.00

8.00

Visual 1

2

3

4

5

27.00

31.00

3.20

32.40

40。 90

6.60,

13.80

24.00

8.10

12.20

4.00

6.00

9.70

23.40

0.00

19.60

10.00

4.00

20.00

0.00

(tabl・ e`cOntinues)
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Group sub句 さしt Dav 3 Day 4pay l Day 2

Audio 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

22.60

5.40

17.00

13.00

0.40

32.10

16.80

19。 80

32.10

35。 10

16.10

0。 00

1.30

6.80

0.60

16.00

1.00

0.60

1.00

1.10

13.00

19。 30

19。 20

5.00

0100

14.00

2.40

5.00

15.80

3.00

0.00

12.00

8.00

8=00

4● 00

23.80

0,00

0.00

24.00

12.00

20.00

4.00

3.00

0.00

9.00

12.00

1・8。 00

4.00

8.00

0.00

0。 00

6.00

xlndicates perf ect match wi th -model rhythm.

ヽ
　

　

・
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ma i nta i ned a. mean of z-eco throughout the I days wh r ch

i ndi cateci a perf ect nhythmi'c match wi th the mode I rhythm.

Summarv

The resu I ts of the ANCOVA suqoest that no i
significant rhythmic model ing cccurred among. prescription

groups. Group, day, and group x day effect results led to
the reiection of the research hypothesis. Indivi'dual mean

trends in some cases impl ied possible learning

progressions, although there existed no significant
statistical support. Thus, the results of this study

suggest that rhythm and visual modeling.had no effect on

the acquisitidn of a gymnastic skill.

■   .



Chapter 5

DISCUSS10N OF｀ RESULTS

In this chapter, the rbsults of this investigation,

which measured the effects of rhythmic modeling on sport

skill acquisitlon, will be discussed.      ・

Interpretation of lmitative Results

The results of this investigation suggest that

rhythmic modeling dOes not occur from ordinary

mode1/ObServer interaction, be it experienced through a

visual or‐auditory medium.  The compliications this studY

underwent in euppOrting the research hypothesis can.

likely be attributed to problems of attentidn, motivation,

and individual differences.

The subjects in this study participated in their

respective,sesslons during a 4-day seriё s extending over a

2-week peribd。   ・It is possible that the instructional

material presented either was not attended to correctly,

or the qualities possessed by the models led to lmproper

attention by the 6ubjects, or individual difference made

group comparison questionable.

Bandura (1977)Otatea thht the attentiOnal process iも

one of the four fital procesges that are crucial to the

imitation and mo‐deling of an observed behavior.  Subjects

participating in this study could not have learned by

obser:vation if they dld nOt attend to o「  clearly perceive
,         ‐

   1

‐
clごarly the instructionai models ireき ёnted_れ  them.

4o
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Factors af fecting attention inclr.rde (a) personal

characteristics, (b) abi l'ity of the individuai to process

information from past experience, (c) highl,ights of the

modeled behavior, (d) organization of the interaction

between model and obsenver, and (e) sal ience and

structura i makeup 'of the observed behav i or .

First-, personal characteristics may have affected

.subject attention by not al lowing al I subiects to select

the most relevant cues of the instructional model. A

natural selection process occurs among al I individuals,

therefore it is possible that each subiect may or may not

have chosen the most crucial or correct cues. So,'in this

instance, it is not overal I attention that is questioned,

but rather the specific attention directed toward the many

s i gn i f i cant cues of the observed mode I .

Second, the ability of the individual to process

information from past experience is another inherent

factor possibly not al lowing subjects to attend properly.

By not reflecting upon past bbservation and, therefore not

building upon past experience as an aid for ideritification

of subsequent notable cues, subiects may have viewed

models in a manner simulating a new experience in each

episode the model was presented. Subiects must aPply past

cues deemed significant to aid in. the observation of

f trture mater i al Presented.
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Third, highl ights of the modeled behavior can be seen

as af f ecting obsbrver. attention. If. the "mod-eL Presented

does not_. possess cues the observer may identif y, optimum

attention,dod.sub-sequeh't imit6tion may fal l short. It is

not that the individual is not Paying proper attention to

the model, the phoblem exists in the-model not Providing

distinct cues for suitable observation. The highl ights of

the'two instructional mcidels presented in this study may

have fallen short of providing maximum imitative cues

Fourth, interaction between mode.l and observ'br may

have caused s0biects not to give optimum attention. By

not providing proper interaction between model and

observer, a breakdown in association may have occurred.

Subjects not viewing themselves as involved with the model

presented may in turn remove themselves from the material

presented. and, thus, not attend to the model as

attentively as a subiect who related to the model. In

this study the subiects were passive observers, '€ither

viewing a video or audio representation of the model. The

amount of interaction between model and observer in this

study was minima.l .

Fifth, similar to the highl ightb of the modeled

behavior, basic'characterisitics, sal ience, and structural

makeup may also affect observer attention. Because of

this, diminishing ef fects uPon the sPe'ed and degree of

imi tat i iin 'may also be observed. For i nstance, i f the
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observer v i ews the mode I as too comp lel:, aesoc i at i on i.li'th

the model wil I be minimal, thus causing_ I ittle reason to
be attentive. Also, the model mai be too advanced f or ariy

particular subject's,cognitive abi I ity and, therefore,
proper attention to the relevant cues may be reduced.

Bandura (t977) stated that motivation may also be

considerbd as, a factor affecting the ability of an

observer to cbrrectly perceive-a model. Such fa"ctors as

lack of physical ability and insufficient incentives may

af f ect the success of j'the imitaiive process. lf the,

subject is discouraged by personal performances that are

perceived a.s unsuccessful, then motivation will most

I ikely be affected. Also, if the obsenver cannot see'any

real istic benefits of the observer/model, then interaction
motivation wi I I be greatly diminished.

Other factors, namely rdtenti'on and physical

practice, delineated by Bandura <t977>, are not viewed as

having i I I ef fec'ts. upon this study. Indiv.iduals in this
stud'f were assumed to be healthy and capable of normal

membry funciions. Also, sufficient physical practice was

experienced by subjects in al I groups, and cannot be

considered as a factor diminishing the imitative process.

The other probable caus'e for the rejection of the

research lhypothesis. is that of indi'viduEil. dif ferences.

variation between individuals is 5tten. so great that, when

grouped for common charactehistics, personal deviations or
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performance inconsistencies are too large to iustify group

comparison. Al'though a study by Cooper and Glassow <t972)

supported the idea that rhythmic modeling may occur,

studies by Grose <L969>, Haighl <1944>, and Smol I <19?5>

support a different finding. Ihey suggest that individual

differences may'make the iustified comParisons of Personal

rhythmic characterictics impossible, and that this Pnoblem

must be met in an individual istic manner. Because rhythm

is seen as a personal characteristic, and the design of

this study unfortunately does not account for individual

differences, the results of this study supPort the premise

that the comparison between individual performance is

unjustif-ied and, therefore, inaccurate. Thus, this study

supports the findings of Grose <L969>, Haight <1944>, and

Smol I ( 1975)."

Thus, personal rhythmic qualities may be such that

comparison and possible enhancdment must be made i'n an

individual istii. manner. Interaction with rhythmic

exercises and mode'ls may only enhance personbl rhythmic

characteristics, which in turn cannot be iustifiably
combared to other persons'. In essence, through rhythmic

experi"ence and internal adiustments based upon the3e

experiences, individuals riray become more eff icient in

their own rhythmic' abil ity and may acquire proficient

rhythmic patterns of physical..niovement
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Summarv

The probable reasons suppcirting the null hypothesis

are (a) lack of attention,(b) inadequate motivati・ on, ｀and

(c) individual differences。

Attentlon was considered affected by factors such as

per30nal Characteristics, ability of the individual to

process information from past experience, cues from the

observed behavi・ or, organization of the interaction between

model and observer, and the characteristics of the

observed behavior, particularly its sailience and

structural makeup.

Motivation may have been compromised by such factors

as lack of physical ability and the absence of expected

benefits by subjects.  Subjects either falling short in

physical abilty or expectatlons of enhanced performance

mav in turn become disinterested in the inodel being

presented to them`

The majority of studies reviewed in this

investigatiOn support the premise that rhythmicity is

strictlv individualized.  This studY and the studies of

individual di_fferences reviewed support the belief that

individual differences must be taken into account when

personal characteristics such as rhythmicity are being

compared.  Individual rhythmic movement, therefore, must

be studied in such a manner as to account for personal

deviation.  This inVest,lgation, thenefbre, and the study
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uPon which it

: - ( 1972>, mai b'e

consiUerat i on

is based, namely that of Cooper & Glassow
i'

scrutinized as not'adbqua'teli taking into.:
individual differences among subjects. *



Chapte'r 6

SUMMARY, COHCT,USIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

FOR FURTHER STUDY

Summarv

The ef f ects of rhythmic model i'ng on sport ski I I

acquisition were inve3tigatdd.. Four sessions divided iirto

instruction, practice, I ive demons'tration, and recorainL

sections were experienced by all subiects during a 2-week

period, ex'cept f or subiects in the p'ractice only group who

received a practice, I ive demonstration, and recording'

period. Forty-six col lege age physical education studEnts

attending either a central New York universtiy or college

served as subiects. Prescriptions for the two treatment

.groups during the in3truction periods.inCluded either a

videotape of a selected spoht maneuver or an audiotape

representation of the same skil l, Stibsequent'performances

of subjects.were translated to graphic form by uti I i'z'i'hg

Dalcroze Eurhythmic analysis, and performances were then

statistically compared to the model maneuven pattern.

The'results of the ANCOVA suggested that no

signif icant rhythmic or visual .model ing occurred among

prescription groups. Group, day, and grouP x day data

results supported the reieciion of th'e research

hypothesis. Individual means -in s-ome iristances indicated

. possible le'arning trencis,* 3l thougl'i the're: existed no

support,nn,_=a",istical data. T:t , the nUl l' hypothesis

* {1

4i
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was supported by the statlstical analysis performed on

col lected data for group, day and group x day effects,
Conc I usi ons'

On the basis of the f indings, the fol lowing

conclusion is warranted: Rhythm and visual model ing, when

participated in for 15-min.sessions divided into

instruction, practice', I ive demonstration, and recording

subsections extending over a 2-week period, are

ineffective in*enhancing gymnastic performance.

Therefore, within the I imits'of this investigadion, rhythm

and visual modeling have no etfect on gymnastic

performance.

Recommendations for Further Studv

The fol lowihg recorunendations are offered for further

i nvest i gat i on :

1. Enhance the same basic instructional format.

2. Utilize the same Ddl'crozian analytical format.,

3. Ihclude . nr"",". number of subjects in the
I

study.

4. Shorten the number of instruction periods.

5. Shorten the I ength of i nstruct i ona I mode l-s.

6. Cneate an individual based research design:



Appendix A

iNFORMED CONSENT EORM

(For subjects)

t. a) Purpose of the Studv., To determine the effects'
of modeling on sport skill acquisition.

b) BenefiLs. To gain informaiion about the effect
model ing has on mastering sport ski I ls. To aid in the
deveiopment of gymnastics and other sport skii ls.

2. Method. You wi I I be asked to attend your normal
physical education class for 2 weeks. Any absence of a
participating subiect wi I I ieopardize the val idity of this
srudy. The group of subiects wi I I be divided using existing
class sections, each of which wil I observe different modeis
of instruction of a gymnastic ski I l. Total concentration is
asked throughout this -short period of instruction. After
the instruction period and a brief live demonstration of the
'same skill, you will be asked to physically practice the
inaneuver that has been dis6layed. This maneuver, a dor"ibler
cantwheel followed by a backward roll will be rehearsed
during a practice period lasting approximately S-min.
Finally, your maneuver will be recorded by a video cassette
recorder. This procedure will be repeated in four ciass
periods, throughout a 2-week duration.

3. Wil I this hurt? No physical or psychologicai risks'
are evident outside the normal realm of a physical education
gymnast ics cl ass.

4. Need more information? Additional information can-be
obtained form either Dougias Walker <273-2At5> or Dr. Crarg
Fisher <274-3112). All questiohs are welcome and will be
answered.

5. Withdrawal from the studv. Participation is ,voiuntary. You are free to withdraw your consent and
discontinue at anytime. There wil I be no penalty if you
choose to wi thdraw from the study.

5. l{i I I tl'ie data be, mai ntai ned i n conf i dence? Ai I -data
wi i I be conf idential . 0n'ce ai I .tapin0 is complete, only

. ' ii persons invoived in analysis,of .the f.ilm'wiii be allowed

49..
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\ ,access. After analysis lhe tape will be erased.
. =, ' Iobntl'f icationo on" f i lm wit t be by. subiect number only.,. 

'

7. I have nead the above and I understand i ts contents
and I agnd'e'to particip-ate in the study. I acknowledge that
I am 18 vdars of'aqb or oidei. i

S i gnature Date



Appendix B                  ・

DIRECT10NS FOR SUB」 ECTS

During the first phase ,f your experimental session
you will be asked to attend to a model prbsented to the
group.  It is important that you concentrate exclusively
on the material being presented.  Because the modё l is
presented in a short durationl it is most crucial that y9u
absorb all content included in the mode｀ 1。  Relax and    t
concentrate.

The model presented in the first part of this session
is a representation of a spё cific gymnastic maneuver, a
dotible cart● hee｀l fO1lowed by ぎ 6ackward roll.  It is most
important that you keep in・ mind the model presented to you
durino the f`irst phase.  You will be a1lowed approximately
5 min to practice this maneuver.

After this brief practice session You will・ be asked
to demonstrate your maneuver.  During this demonstration
you will be filmed with a vidё o cassette recorder.  If yё u
Feel that your demonstration waも  oreatly flawed, you will
be a1lowed to attempt the ski1l once more.  Again it is `
important that ソou keep in mind the model presented in the
beginning of the sesslono  Again relax and concentrate。

5■
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